Ford vs. Chrysler
Unfortunately cheating and dishonesty are rampant in the market place, there are a lot of people who are
hypocrites. They say something but act differently. However, there are a few people who consider
dishonesty inane because of their code of ethics. When Walter decided to tell the truth about an egregious
mistake that his colleges had made, his fellow engineers didn’t concur with his idea. When he let Mr. Ford
know about it, far from being a clandestine feeling, everybody in the company hated him.
‘Hiding” “lying” and “faking” were the things people believed when it came to safety in Ford motors. Even
though Ford was a remarkable company, the flagrant dishonesty was rampant. Mr. Ford began to
admonish those hypocritical employees and to do so Walter was chosen to take care of the matter. Under
duress, the managers reported the names of the culprits. Walter’s investigation campaign seemed
inexorable against the wrong-doers and seemed to be paying off. But Walter’s egregious mistake to
behave everybody badly caused everybody to hate him. When Mr. Ford asked about Walter’s inexorable
behavior the distraught manager mentioned workers’ duplicity to hide lie and fake and replied in
acrimonious fashion that the workers and managers had been given a plethora of engineering instructions
but a paucity of moral guidance.
Ford couldn’t tolerate his old friend anymore and Walter’s “egregious mistake” made Mr. Ford fire Walter.
Walter’s heart sank looked at his office no one said goodbye and he left the company. Our acrimonious
engineer who was eminent and replete with passion looked desperate and distraught. He went home, his
wife saw him she found out something so bad must have happened. Asked him, he didn’t say anything.
Later on Walter burst into tears. His wife embraced him what is going on what happened? She asked. He
spoke. Merry pulled herself together. Are you crying because you’ve lost your job!? This is you! Have you
forgotten who you are! You are an eminent engineer whom everybody in this industry all around the USA
knows and admires! You’re sorry? Mr. Ford must be sorry! He’s made an egregious mistake!
These words were like pouring oil on troubled waters. Walter found his solace he found he needs a
cessation of noise to make up his mind. It is in these moments that our character is shaped a catastrophic
day or a character building day that is your choice. This inexorable tough attitude helped him a lot. So he
went back to the market place and hired a group of engineers to elicit the needs in the market. Walter
believed that dishonesty is a pernicious disease so he hired people who were honest and diligent. Walter
believed people should drive cars which are well made and well designed and of course safe. Considering
back then in a lot of companies, employees construed any opportunity as an open invitation to cheat with
impunity.
Honesty and diligence always suffice. Five years later Walter Chrysler was the founder of a remarkable
company “Chrysler motors”. Now they manufacture thousands of cars each month and people in many
different countries drive cars which are brilliant, beautiful and safe. Chrysler is one of the "Big
Three" automobile manufacturers in the United States, and it was founded in 1925 by Walter Chrysler.
FCA sells vehicles worldwide under the Dodge, Jeep, and Ram nameplates.

